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Dear neighbor,
365 days a year, 24 hours a day… the ambulances, staff and volunteers of the Wintergreen 
Rescue Squad are on-duty, just a few short minutes away from your door. In a medical 
emergency, being close-at-hand is vital when seconds count.
It’s thanks to neighbors like you that we can provide this essential service minutes away 
in both mountain and valley. All of our rescue equipment – our ambulances, our 
life-saving medical apparatus – is purchased and renewed thanks to donations from our 
neighbors and friends. Then by securing matching grants, we increase the value of every 
donated dollar by at least 50 cents. These grants are made possible by the exceptional 
level of community support we enjoy.

If you’ve been a contributor in previous years, 
thank you! Your gifts have literally saved 
lives. If not, please consider a tax-free 
donation to your Rescue Squad, to keep 
emergency medical response at Wintergreen 
on the cutting edge.

It’s a common misconception that property owner dues pay for the Rescue Squad. In fact, 
only our buildings and professional staff are funded that way. Our presence within 
Wintergreen depends on two additional factors. Firstly, our volunteers - your neighbors. 
Their impact, and the time they dedicate, contributes in value almost $350,000 each year. 
Secondly, our donors. Without your funding, neither the professional staff nor the 
volunteers would have any life-saving equipment to deploy. Not everyone is able to be a 
volunteer; but we’d ask every property owner to be a supporter. No gift is ever too small.
Imagine if Wintergreen lacked these donors and volunteers, 
and as a result no on-property Rescue Squad existed. An 
emergency on the mountain would require medical 
response from as far away as Lovingston, a wait of 30 
minutes or more in the best of conditions. Instead our 
EMT teams arrive usually within 5 minutes of a call for 
help, in both valley and mountain.
If we have to transport a patient to a local hospital, the journey will take 45+ minutes. 
During that time, keeping the patient alive and stable requires both highly-trained 
experienced EMTs and state-of-the-art medical equipment and technology. Medical

(over)

“I want to thank everyone with WTG Rescue 
for saving my husband’s life. He was having 
the worst kind of heart attack and was 
rushed to UVA. They were able to clear the 
clot without surgery and he has no damage 
to his heart.  Thank you, thank you, thank you 
so much for all your help.”            SC resident 

“Thank you to Wintergreen 
Rescue for the assistance 
this morning. I cannot say 
thank you enough for 
everyone’s kind words and 
making sure I was okay. Each 
one of you will be in my 
prayers.”       Mountain resident

“Because of you … she made it to UVA in time.”



technology has always been expensive, and costs continue to rise dramatically. This year 
each Wintergreen ambulance carries a new state-of-the-art Cardiac Monitor/
Defibrillator (price tag: $31,000 apiece), which links wirelessly to an ‘Autopulse’ - an 
automated CPR device - (price tag: $12,000 each). Working together, they help restart a 
pulse, or stabilize and maintain cardiac rhythm through external pacing… critical tools for 
maintaining life functions on that long ride to the ER.
Acquiring all this cutting-edge equipment has actually cost 
more than a brand new ambulance! In terms of future lives 
saved, without doubt it is a necessary and timely investment.
Remember - none of this would be possible without the 
generosity of the Wintergreen community. In return, we‘ve 
made sure over the years that no Wintergreen resident (or their 
guest) has ever been charged for ambulance transport from the 
property to a medical facility or for treatment en-route.
Please become a supporter of Wintergreen Rescue Squad. Your donation can be tax-free, 
as we are a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization (see below for more tax-saving ideas).  You will 
have the satisfaction of knowing that your gift has been a life-saver… literally!

With thanks,

 

Wayne E. Hachey DO, MPH
WRS Board of Directors President

PS. “You saved my Dad’s life. You also changed mine.”
You share in the many ‘thank you’ messages that we receive at the Rescue Squad.
Because, without the support of you and your neighbors, none of the life-saving 
equipment used by our staff and volunteers would be funded. Please help us maintain 
the outstanding quality of emergency medical response here at Wintergreen.

TAX ADVANTAGES OF A GIFT TO WINTERGREEN RESCUE SQUAD
Wintergreen Rescue Squad is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization, so your donation will be tax-deductible to the extent permitted by law.

Why not consider a direct gift of stocks, bonds or mutual funds to WRS? If you donate securities which have gained in value over the 
long-term…

- you’ll receive a charitable income tax deduction for the full current market value of the asset… up to 30% of your adjusted gross income

- you’ll avoid paying capital gains tax that you would owe if you sold the securities. The greater the appreciation in value, the greater your 
tax savings.

EXAMPLE – David owns stock worth $25,000 for which he originally paid $5,000. By donating the stock directly to WRS, he is eligible for 
a $25,000 charitable income tax deduction, plus he completely avoids capital gains tax on $20,000 of asset appreciation.

WRS can also make use of donations of personal or real property. Donors have given us cars, trucks and building lots in the past. We 
turn them into cash for our capital funding needs.

Discuss any gifts you’re considering with your financial advisor, and contact us with any questions.

Also consider adding Wintergreen Rescue Squad to your estate planning. Many former residents have honored us with a bequest.

“The Rescue Squad is a 
gem. Incredibly talented 
EMTs work alongside a 
group of great volunteers 
who represent the best 
part of our community. It’s 
a real privilege to help folk 
on what may well be the 
worst day of their lives.”

Rescue Squad volunteer



Wintergreen Rescue Squad

We go
the distance…

for you!



We go the distance... for you!
Distance
It’s not the first thing you think about when 
you encounter a medical emergency at 
Wintergreen. Having ambulances and EMTs 
close-at-hand is a natural priority. And speed 
of response - typically under 5 minutes to 
your door - has saved many lives.
But after a rapid response, for many patients 
there remains a journey to the hospital. From 
the mountain, in the best of conditions, that 
journey can take 45-60 minutes or more; 
from the valley, a little less. Even when we 
can call in a medical helicopter (and weather 
often prevents this), a total transport time of 
30+ minutes is not uncommon.

Distance and time are key reasons why our 
ambulances are equipped with the best 
advanced medical technology to provide 
top-class pre-hospital care, and staffed by 
highly-trained and dedicated EMTs, most 
qualified to the Advanced Life Support level.

This year, our focus is on 
transforming this technology.

Ambulances at UVA

The very latest in Cardiac Monitors/
Defibrillators and Automated* Chest 
Compression/CPR devices - “Autopulses” - 
are now installed on our ambulances. The 
technological leap is impressive. The devices 
communicate with each other to help keep 
patients alive after a cardiac emergency; the 
Monitors not only deliver calibrated shocks in 
AED mode to restart or regulate heart rhythms, 
but also provide temporary external cardiac 
pacing to stimulate heart contractions.
None of this technology is cheap. In fact, the 
price of acquiring all this new equipment 
exceeds the cost of a brand new ambulance!
The distance we transport patients makes this 
technology essential in saving lives. None of 
this would be possible without support from 
our Wintergreen community. 

To UVA or Martha Jefferson Hospitals

45-55 minutes

To Augusta Health Hospital

35-45 minutes

To Lynchburg General Hospital
50-60 minutes

Cardiac Monitor

Autopulse

$31,000

$12,000

*even the fittest First Responder struggles to maintain
100-120 manual compressions per minute over time.

Remember - sign up for a Baseline EKG
in your home - useful for a cardiac emergency. 



Q&A
Why don’t my WPOA dues fully cover 
Wintergreen Rescue Squad?
WPOA dues specifically cover our staff salaries and 
our buildings. Since Rescue was founded in 1976, 
donations have underwritten all our capital 
equipment needs. This permits owners to choose 
their level of commitment and support, and offers 
them a tax deduction where permissible (unlike 
dues). It also enables the Squad to demonstrate 
strong community backing and so qualify for 
matching state and local grants.
Remember that our volunteers (see back panel) 
contribute their time and talents to the value of 
almost $350,000 per year.
How do I summon help?
Simply call 911 from your landline within 
Wintergreen. You’ll talk directly to the Wintergreen 
Dispatcher at the Gatehouse. If calling from a 
cellphone, you’ll talk first to Nelson County Dispatch. 
Begin by telling them you’re calling from Wintergreen.
If you have no phone service, drive to either Station. 
Or contact any Fire or Rescue volunteer, who can 
inform Dispatch on your behalf using their radio (so 
it’s a good idea to know the volunteers in your 
neighborhood or circle).
How else can Wintergreen Rescue help me?
We provide durable medical equipment on 
short-term loan when available. Call 434-325-8538 
to discuss your needs; we’ll help if we can.
We keep the Wintergreen community aware of both 
urgent and non-urgent situations via our 
AlertWintergreen system. Choose to receive alerts 
however you prefer: by email, phone message or 
SMS text message. Sign up online via our website 
https://www.wtgfireresq.org/alert-wintergreen.
We will come to your home and record a ‘baseline’ 
Healthy EKG for members of your household. This 
can be very useful if ever you encounter a cardiac 
emergency. Just check the box on the enclosed 
Donation Card. Please also use the Card to tell us of 
Special Health Circumstances: mobility issues, etc. 

We’re grateful when our Wintergreen 
community calls us ‘Outstanding’.
When our EMS peers say that... we’re 
proud beyond words!
This summer, our peers in the Thomas Jefferson 
EMS Council named Wintergreen Rescue Squad  
the “Outstanding EMS Agency” for 2019.

It’s quite an accolade - the Awards Panel 
evaluates our entire scope of work, and 
compares us to all other EMS agencies in 
Albermarle, Fluvanna, Greene, Louisa, Madison 
and Nelson counties, as well as the entire City of 
Charlottesville. This is the 5th time in 20 years 
that we have received this distinction.

Your Rescue Squad was also honored in two 
other areas:

Chief of EMS Operations,  
Mike Riddle, was recognized 
as “Outstanding Pre-hospital 
Educator” for his work in 
creating an in-county EMT 
training program producing a 
dozen new EMTs.

Rescue Squad Board President 
Dr. Wayne Hachey - a 
volunteer for over 6 years - was 
honored for “Outstanding 
Contribution to EMS by a 
Physician” for his leadership in 
training staff and volunteers.



Our volunteers are your neighbors 

Sam Alexander*
Michael Arrowood
Claire Ashley
Bill Bargh
Doug Bramwell
Dennis Bryant
Doug Bryant
Dennis Casey*
John Claman*
Mike Clancy
David Croll*
Ron Culberson
Jack Daly*
Ronald J Duddleston*
Nick Faraone
Jim Foege
Mike Friedlein*
Pete Gallant
Richard C Gilliland**
Kathy Hachey
Wayne Hachey
John Harrington*
Ross D Hasson*
Ben Holmes
Page Kampmeier*
Geoff Kieffer
Dan Klett

Amy Markham
Curtis McIver*
Judy Meincke*
Martha Misker*
Michael Morris*
William "Bill" Muse
Stuart Meyerson
Walt Nichols*
Brian O'Rourke**
David Orphan*
Frank Ott**
Steve Partridge
Thomas Patti
Bill Perkins
Robin Pullen
Skip Rice*
Steve Siragusa*
Eric Solomon
Houston Sorenson*
Joe Steele*
Tracy Steele
Cameron Tabor
Marlene Thacker
Carl Tremaglio
Ron Turnbull*
Jim Wright * I
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NON-EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS
Station 1 (mountain): 434-325-1051

Station 2 (valley): 434-325-8538
WEBSITE: www.wtgfireresq.org

FACEBOOK: www.facebook.com/wtgfireresq



Wintergreen Rescue Squad
Box 711, Wintergreen VA 22958

Yes… Wintergreen Rescue Squad can count on me. Please use my donation to acquire and maintain vital lifesaving equipment.

My/our donation:

Name(s)

Address

Check enclosed (please make checks payable to Wintergreen Volunteer Rescue Squad, Inc.)

Pay by credit card

Credit card account number

Signature

Expiry date Card verification number

VISA/MC/Disc - 3 digits on back of card
AMEX - 4 digits on front of cardVISA MasterCard American Express Discover

$150 $225 $300 Other  $

YES, I would like to make an appointment for a
FREE in-home Electro-Cardiogram [EKG].
Please call me at

YES, I would like to report Special Medical
Circumstances, like mobility issues or a
battery-powered heart monitor.
Please call me at

City State Zip

If using a credit card, please be sure to give your correct billing address

SAVE A STAMPDonate online with a credit cardhttps://www.wtgfireresq.org/donate


